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To Parents/Guardians
Thank you for responses to the Remote Learning Questionnaire. We found the
feedback useful.
The responses are summarised below:
94% of those who responded are either extremely happy or happy with the quality of
teaching.
92% of those who responded are either extremely happy or happy with the
communication between teacher and pupil.
91.5% of those who responded are either extremely happy or happy with the amount of
information available about Remote learning.
We asked what has worked well during the Remote Learning Programme.
Just a few comments.
“That the kids manage to finish their task with the teacher, better routine and connection
with school.”
“Timings and interaction has made home life easier to manage.”
“Ability for children to speak directly with their teacher and to have interaction with other
students.”
“How supportive the teachers have been.”
87% agreed with the screen free Thursday afternoons.
62% did not need a Parent Champion – we are very grateful to Mrs Gillian Thomson for
being our Parent Champion. She is the bridge if you do not feel that you can ask the school
directly for help or advice.
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We asked for ideas on how to improve our Remote Learning:
“As a parent, it appears to have been very effective. Perhaps ask the children this
question?”- we do intend to ask the children for feedback when they return to school.
“The Thursday afternoon no screen time is good as the children are using it a lot at the
moment. My only concern is the amount of content to ensure she is occupied for the full
school time as we’re working.”- this is something we will definitely consider.
“If there is any way we could have less screen time I think screen free Thursday is great
and would be great if we could have another afternoon screen free even if it meant we
needed to print work at home just be nice to have more time away from looking at a
screen.”- this is something we will definitely consider.
Several parents asked if the children could see each other. Due to safeguarding we are not
allowed to have cameras on for the children.
We will discuss with the Year 1 teachers whether they feel live learning is suitable for the
class.
We asked for further comments:
“Thanks for offering the homeschooling children this opportunity. It will keep them
connected with school work, class and the teacher. As a parent both working, the remote
learning has given us much better balance with school and work.”
“The school have been above and beyond with the support.”
“It is well managed. The best for everyone is considered.”
“am very impressed with the way school has managed the pandemic. Lovely teachers, very
good communication and very good support.”
On behalf of the whole school, we thank all parents and pupils for their hard work and cooperation.
Mr Nocera and Mrs Hale.

